
Assertion of claims: work equipment
(Smartphone, Minutes, Dataplan and accessories)

Sender

First name ___________________________

Last name ___________________________

Street ___________________________

Postal code ___________________________ Berlin

Date ___________________________

Empfänger

Firma

Vorname

Nachname

Straße

Postleitzahl Berlin

Assertion of claims

For my work as a courier, the use of a smartphone and a telephony and internet data tariff (With a volume of 
200 minutes and 2GB per month) is a necessary requirement.

Since the beginning of my employment relationship, I have been demonstrably expected to provide my own 
smartphone and telephony and internet data tariff and other accessories (energy storage, charging cable, 
protective cover, holder and headset) for the performance of my work. This is done without reasonable, 
contractually regulated compensation. 

Furthermore, in order to perform the work, it is usually necessary to operate the smartphone with intensive 
use of functions that consume a lot of energy. Especially the "booking tool" (Scoober) with "tracking 
function" requires the intensive continuous operation of these functions. These functions include, among 
others: Display (= most energy consumption), navigation (telephone / GPS/ wLAN / Bluetooth / 
loudspeaker), Internet data, telecommunications.

At low temperatures, the performance of energy storage devices drops sharply. In order to use the functions 
required for work for more than 3 hours (minimum shift duration), it is usually necessary to charge the 
smartphone with an external energy storage device ("battery pack"). This requires charging cables, which 
have to be replaced frequently because they wear out quickly. 

In order to use a mobile smartphone safely in different weather conditions, protective covers (against water 
and shocks), holders for vehicles (bicycle, scooter or car) and hands-free systems or headsets are necessary. 
These necessary work tools also need to be replaced frequently due to the nature of the work. 

As a permanent employee, I am entitled to be provided with all the equipment necessary to perform 
my work or to be adequately compensated for equipment provided by myself but used for official 
purposes.

Neither of these has happened so far.
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Assertion of claims: work equipment
(Smartphone, Minutes, Dataplan and accessories)

There should be an obligation by a contract of service (§611 BGB).

I claim the following:

1) Service smartphone and telephony and internet data tariff and necessary accessories.
As of today, a provided service smartphone and a provided telephony and internet data tariff (with a volume
of 200 minutes and 2GB per month). In addition, I request the provision of further accessories (external
energy storage, charging cable, protective case, cradle and headset).

2) Reasonable cost coverage / compensation for the use of my private smartphone and telephony and
internet data tariff and accessories.

Since the beginning of my employment relationship an assumption of costs / compensation for the use of my
private smartphone and internet data tariff for official purposes in the amount of  20 euros per month. In
addition,  an assumption of  costs  /  compensation for  the use  of the  following private accessories in  the
amount of 10 euros per month.

x energy storage (Akkupack)

x charging cable

x protective cover

x smartphone holder

x headset

x charger

I hereby set a deadline of ____ . ____ . 2022 for the fulfilment of my claims.

If you do not meet my demands in full, I will take legal action.

First name __________________________

Last name __________________________

Signature __________________________
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